
FORMAT RULES FOR PLAY SCRIPT 

The purpose of formatting your play script is to make it easier for actors and directors to read and 

understand quickly. To do this, a playwright must clearly distinguish dialogue from stage directions and 

cues. Format also provides an estimate of a play’s length. Typically speaking, a page in proper format 

runs about a minute on stage (though this certainly isn’t always true). 

Here are some basic play formatting rules adapted from guidelines originally written by Arnold Johnston 

and Deborah Ann Percy and used by the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival. 

1. Leave all dialogue margins at their defaults. Dialogue should run from margin to margin. 

 

2. Use all caps for names in dialogue tags. Dialogue tags are labels that tell us which character is 

speaking. But, if a character’s name appears in the actual dialogue, write it as normal. 

 

3. Set all dialogue tags, stage directions, and emotional cues on their own tab at the 3” mark.  

a. In Microsoft Word, this is done by clicking “View” and checking the box that says 

“Ruler.” Once the ruler appears, highlight the text you wish to move. On the ruler, you 

should see two triangles and a square underneath them. Drag the square to the 3. 

b. In Google Docs, the ruler is already available. Just drag the rectangle above the triangle 

over to the 3.  

c. If you have an internal stage direction (one a character performs in the middle of their 

line) put that direction on a new line and remember to drag it over.  

 

4. Put all stage directions and emotional cues in parentheses. Do not use italics for anything. 

a. Make sure to use punctuation, even if the direction isn’t a complete sentence. 

 

5. Makes sure your play is single spaced. 

a. In Microsoft Word, this means you need to go into your paragraph settings and check 
the box that says “don’t add space between paragraphs of the same style.” 
 

6. Manually enter a blank line after a line of dialogue and before the next stage direction or 
dialogue tag. Also include an extra space after stage direction and before the next dialogue tag. 

a. However you do NOT need an extra space between a character’s dialogue tag and the 
dialogue that character speaks. 

b. You also don’t need an extra space for directions a character performs while they speak. 
 

7. Don’t use dialogue tags unless the character actually speaks. If a character merely does 

something, describe that with a stage direction. 

 

8. Include page numbers in the upper right corner. 

 

9. Signal the end of a scene (or play) with a direction. Typically something like “The lights fade to 

black.” 

 

10. At the end of a play, make sure to write “END OF PLAY.” 


